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Bringing people together
in the heart of Warwick 

This quarterly newsletter brings you up to date with the
recent work of the Town Council's Court House
volunteers, and looks ahead to activities in December,
January and February.

Not Guilty!
There were lots of complimentary comments from
members of the audience after Unlocking Warwick's
dramatic reconstruction of a murder trial heard in
Warwick two hundred years ago. Based on the original
court records, it was staged in the Court House ballroom
on the final day of the Warwick Words History Festival. 

The trial of Abraham Thornton for the murder of Mary
Ashford had captured the attention of the nation. In our
re-enactment, while the jury members were considering
their verdict, the audience was asked their opinion. 'Not
guilty!' was the overwhelming response based on the
evidence presented; and sure enough, in 1817 the jury
took just 12 minutes to deliver the same verdict. 

But events took a strange turn, ending in a challenge of
'Trial by Battle' (a fight to the death) under ancient law
of England, demanded by the defendant against the
victim's brother, who had refused to accept the verdict.
This was the latest in a series of re-enactments by
Unlocking Warwick of court cases heard in Warwick in
former times.

Our thanks go to the Warwick School and King's High
School drama department for providing some excellent
young actors for the dramatisation. 

The Gallows Tours
On the same day as the reconstruction of the murder
trial, Unlocking Warwick's Paula Fletcher conducted two
sell-out 'Gallows Tours' for the Warwick Words History
Festival. 

Starting at the Court House, guests were taken round
the centre of town and told of gruesome murders and
executions that had taken place in some of the historic
buildings. All jolly good fun!

At the History Fair

There were plenty of visitors to Unlocking Warwick's
stand at the Warwick Words History Fair in the ballroom,
with a book of old maps of Warwick attracting a lot of
attention. One dates from 1610 when many of the street
names were different. 

Others picked up flyers showing the 2020 schedules of
our popular monthly social gatherings at the Court
House. 'In The Ballroom' will usually be on the second
Wednesdays of each month, (see our website for the
dates and speakers), with Tea and Dance Lessons on
the fourth Tuesdays. Both run from 2pm to 4pm and
cost just £2.50. 



Historical Warwick Figures on
our Christmas Tree

Our tree at this year's Christmas Tree Festival in St.
Mary's Church was decorated with pictures of famous
figures from Warwick's past, suspended from keys. 

There was lots of interest in our tree at the festival
opening during the Victorian Evening, when hundreds of
people crowded into the church before the switching-on
of Warwick's Christmas lights. Visitors were able to vote
for their favourite tree decorated by local organisations
(our tree is number 16!) and for their favourite young
people's tree in the Beauchamp Chapel. 

The Festival runs until December 8 th, with a wide variety
of events including choirs, brass bands, a pop-up cafe
and visits by the Mayor and Father Christmas. See the
full programme at www.stmaryswarwick.org.uk 

Christmas Regency Ball

Unlocking Warwick is also marking Christmas in Warwick
on December 7th with the Regency Ball, now in its sixth
year and immediately sold out once again. It brings
Regency dance enthusiasts to the Court House from far
and wide, as well as attracting local people who enjoy
learning and performing the dances to live period music.
This year, while guests are enjoying some fine canapés
during the interval, our traditional entertainment will
feature an appearance by The Prince Regent himself.

The '20s in 2020 

A very different style of dancing will feature in the Court
House ballroom on 2nd May 2020 when Unlocking
Warwick stages a Twenties Evening with dressing up,
Charlestons, The Black Bottom and live music. 

If you fancy going back in time 100 years to the era of
the Speakeasy, not to mention the Peaky Blinders, make
a note in your diary. Details to come in the New Year. 

Remembering The Fallen
On Remembrance Sunday Unlocking Warwick volunteers
helped the Town Council with marshalling and hospitality
for the special guests. Large crowds gathered at the war
memorial after the service in St. Mary's, to take part in
the outdoor service, to reflect as they listened to The
Last Post and watched the march-past. 

A sign has now been fixed to the churchyard railings by
the memorial alerting people to our special website
about the impact of the First World War on the people of
Warwick - with personal information about the 366 WW1
names on the plaques. 

To read all about each of the Warwick Fallen from The
Great War, go to www.warwickwarmemorial.org.uk

What's happening at Christmas
and the New Year?

'What's On in Warwick at a Glance', our long-term
calendar of local events, now has thousands of views
each month. You can find it on the home page of our
website or on the Visit Warwick website of the Visitor
Information Centre. It's updated each month, so if you
are organising a public event in Warwick, send details
well in advance to whatson@unlockingwarwick.org 
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